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Current Global Scenario

 Unplanned Closure of industries for 10 
weeks

 General Down-swing in Auto & Aviation 
Industry

 Slump in crude oil prices & its depletion 
makes transport industry unstable . 
Pollution issues 

 Spiralling Global Warming requires 
alternates urgently

Current Global Situation

 A Positive Mindset – No Precedence

 Opportunity to Restart – Level playing field
created by Nature

 Innovate & help – Support Government
Actions

 Self sustainability on our own – Short term
concessions

Need of the Hour

2-3 Years to normal V/S
Opportunity to Restart



Two major opportunities have come :

Being global , there is a likely shift in
manufacturing bases. Opens up an
opportunity. We are under the global radar for
a new base.
 Time for YOU, the entrepreneurs to rebuild,
based on what you learnt in the past. Build a
new enterprise on a platform you can design.



End Goal: Cluster Level Collective Growth & Welfare @ Cluster/Sector Level 

How  to  Restart ?

 These are only the recommended ways

 Adopt & Customize based on needs

 Small Changes add to BIG Difference

 You have to solve your problems –
Government can only support

 Every drop of resource & saving matters

 Stop saying  – this may will not solve our 
problem ,without looking  or a try at them  

Mandatory Measures:

 Limit your expenses

 Collect & Preserve Resources

 Priority is to contain COVID-19

Planned Measures:

 Have a short term plan for survival

 Medium term plan to enable growth

 Long term for new aspirations

Keep in mind



A mind map is a structural map of the thought process of central theme

Methods:

 Brain storming of thoughts , ideas , views

 Gathered from an individual or a group

 Sequencing the events or activities as shall happen

 Bringing out how each can contribute to the central theme

 Giving the output and out come

Mind Map – Critical Tool to use



Sample of Mind Map



Plan and Execute actions every day  

Follow Daily action list 
Need Vs Want in clear practical terms



Six Steps to Kick Start

S T E P S  TO  C O N S I D E R  W H I L E  D O I N G  A  R E S TA R T



Raw material

It is a hidden money 

List , Sort , write off –recover cash from 
parked  stock. 

Organize  a central repository of Raw 
materials  in the cluster – for association 

Re – sell , barter within cluster 

All procurement will be for the cluster . Get 
that volume / price  benefit 



Mobilizing 
Funds

Sale and lease back of clean assets

Cluster association  can prepare a consolidated RM stock 
for use within the cluster on a mutually agreeable basis. 
(dealing the  transfer as an intermediary sale for Working 
capital charge purposes)  

List  the unfinished pending ( after  verifying the  
immediate need ) orders  

Commonly procure to get 10  to 12% price advantage  



Upkeep of 
machines and 

facilities

Up  keep each machine to start the 
operation

Have a relook on unwanted 
machines /facilities . Convert to cash  



Manpower 

Identify the  ones to be retained for the jobs 
planned , immediate needs and surplus capacity 
available 

The cluster to  work with essential Covid 19 
services  and assist with the manpower from with 
in – to work as additional support or as “change 
hands”. This can generate some cash 

Up  skill the operator to become a self supervisor -
using digital technology  





Leverage 
Digitization & 
Automation 

Invest on low cost tracking and management 
systems – Use small players for solutions

Create a set up for remote working and networking 
using digital tools for tracking and monitoring such 
as Skype, Teams, etc.

Invest in concept requiring lesser human-touch 
processes such as conveyors, automated machines



Medium term 
plan up to 2 

years Look at the possibilities of taking up :

PPE products Ventilator

Sanitizing for 
public places , 
like societies , 
stations etc. 

Look at the list of items imported and localize with 
in the cluster , working as a common manufacturing 

platform
₹



6. Long term > 
than 2 years 

Explore the subassemblies .  Parts for public 
hygiene products 

◦ Scrubbers 

◦ Turf maintenance items 

◦ Litter vacuum equipment



Aspire for  

Go in for products in demand like sanitisation station.

There is a likely diversion of US and European orders from 
China to countries like India, Brazil - as a second /standby 
source of supplies. 

The Indian aero and defence agencies will also look for 
supplies from MSMEs – as a part of indigenous 
contribution. These will be for precision items used in 
aero, space and defence equipment to India. 

The cluster consortiums shall look for tie up with those 
agencies direct or through procurement agencies both in 
India and overseas.



The lessons for the future

Ensure every step adheres to  the dictum      “co existence  with 
the order of the Nature”

Identify and follow innovative methods on  energy conserving 
life style, manufacturing techniques –with minimum time and 
cost on unwanted supervision and follow up 

Opportunity  to  reach a new “normal” and a long term plan for 
converting this emergency into an opportunity to move forward in 
the global market.



QUESTIONS ??



‘Managing work prioritization & methodologies to kick start the Industry post-COVID 19 
pandemic’ 

 

Webinar Q & A 

 
Q: Training, Skill Development and Approval for verity of process is required, how can cluster 
association can initiate action? 

A: Avail the existing courses and programs in IGTR. We can also tailor program to suit your needs. 

Q: What are the sequential basic management standards (like 5S, ISO and others) on which an 
unorganized MSME should focus for attracting the export-oriented products? 

A: Get into the introduction of industry 4.0 norms in all possible ways. That will automatically send a 
favorable signal to overseas market.  

Q: As you said in the start that Covid has bought all countries to same level. So we have the 
opportunities to grow. But it is also said that countries like Italy USA China will attain Herd Immunity 
before India. So, doesn't it hamper our country as we still fighting to control the situation by locking 
down?  

A: We managed to keep the spreading under control. So surely by September, I think, we will be in a new 
normal. let’s keep our fingers crossed. If every citizen follows sincerely "social distancing”, coming 
September, we will be fine.  

Q: How we can we attract the foreign companies in India as 2nd supplier for their product line?  

A: Fortunately, India has a good image in world market and foreign companies have started establishing 
in India. Our job is to meet with their needs when they come to you with a proposal. Area of focus is high 
quality standard and through understanding of required technology to deliver them products.  

Q: China is leading manufacturer across all Industrial sector.  Why India is not leading either in auto 
ancillary or electronic sector?  Since china is recovering very well after COVID19, we are just thinking to 
take benefit of situation and become aggregator in manufacturing sector.  But still we are lacking 
somewhere.  China’s Product are cheap and best.  How can we beat them ? 

A: The two principles that can make us superior is product quality and right cost. (not price)   

Q: Government was pushing MSME’s to become OEM for Electric vehicle what is future of this sector? 

A: Electric Vehicle (EV) will take up a good market share but may take somewhere in between 5 to 10 
years. But the work on EV must start now if you plan to capture that market share you also must start 
exploring now. 

Q: If we implement small automation could it effect on manpower reduction?  

A: No. Existing people will be needed, and they will need upskilling. For your information banks did not 
lose any jobs due to computerization, implemented 20 years ago. 

Q: How can MSME get an idea on the existing potentials to plan a new products / services? 

A: You please see the slides presented. They will give a lead. 
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Q: Will there be any historical change in mode of operation after this lockdown period is over?  

A: This is any one’s guess. But two attitudinal change will come definitely-  

(1) go in for the needs only and not wants.  

(2) depend more on automation and reduce unwanted supervisory (to some extent policing) cost 
with the introduction of industry 4.0 methods. 

Q: How the changing product line will affect the original product in this pandemic? How can we control 
this effect without changing original product?  

A: The rule is ‘Never Change Immediately’. First introduce the second line as an addition. Allow some time 
for that line to settle. Then taper off the first line.  

Remember the dictum "A bird in hand is better than two in the bush and three in the sky!" 

Q: How can academic institutions contribute in terms of low-cost technology and industry specific 
solutions development? 

A: First visit and see where all you can introduce automation (low cost). Split the total work into small 
projects and engage the students to do detailing. Then make the prototype and prove your offered 
solution. Increase industry linkages and student’s exposure to industries. Prefer live projects being 
developed by students.   

Q: Whether it will be feasible to start a new start-up in this scenario? How a beginner should focus to 
survival in the current situation?  

A: To start a new unit it needs at least 3 to 6 months of pre-implementation work on paper /board. You 
focus on that and be ready to go full swing on the field after COVID-19 Pandemic. 

Q: Should we increase salary that is committed for April 2020 onwards at this point? We are in Green 
Tech Sector. I am Evaluating for deferring 3 months would it be right sir?  

A: I strongly suggest that no hike shall be even thought of at this point.  Even the workers and engineers 
will understand the situation. The hike can be kept as retention bonus for employees who stays with you 
in this tough situation.  

Q: What could you suggest for fabrication industries for diversifying the products after post COVID19.  

A: There will be a good demand for PPE products, sanitization tunnels, public hygiene and health products 
(please see the presentation). 

Q: How to sustain this pandemic situation with minimum sources? I have my products in market without 
any economic support? 
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A: The first attempt shall be as mentioned in the presentation all the units in the cluster shall start a raw 
material repository under the auspices of the cluster association. This repository will list all stocks 
available within the cluster and that can be mutually shared to start with under a barter or any other 
suitable arrangement. This will meet your immediate needs. Once the lock down is lifted go in for a raw 
material consortium, so that you can get some price concession due to bulk buying.  

Q: What are the challenges in line change over for MSMEs? 

a: First clear all existing orders, then the stocks, do a small profile of your thought in the form of a project 
profile. Estimate the costs involved. You can take help of IGTR team to help you on this subject.  

Q: We are in Training Activities on Shoe Manufacturing Technology. How do you see the Post COVID 19 
time for the training institutes?  

A: This activity will continue. Your focus shall be in giving quality training and that too at low costs.  

Q: I am from Bhubaneswar, Odisha I want to be a part of the consortium, can I have your contact 
number to be in touch with you?  

A: Please connect to IGTR Aurangabad on maketing@igtr-aur.org or gm@igtr-aur.org for any enquiry 
related to consortium.  

Q: Lockdown as hampered our regular work. Raw Material suppliers are located in red Zone. How to 
manufacture our new product as we are facing Raw material shortage that we want as Micro Industry?  

A: The first attempt shall be as mentioned in the presentation all the units in the cluster shall start a raw 
material repository under the auspices of the cluster association. This repository will list all stocks 
available within the cluster and that can be mutually shared to start with under a barter or any other 
suitable arrangement. This will meet your immediate needs. Once the lock down is lifted go in for a raw 
material consortium, so that you can get some price concession due to bulk buying.  

mailto:maketing@igtr-aur.org
mailto:gm@igtr-aur.org
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